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Got CFGIS? Claudia Paskauskas—GIS Manager East Central Florida Regional Planning Council
If there is one thing that I am sure about is that we are living in a new Era. This is the Era where technology is the fuel that moves the engines
of our society. Technology is definitely defining the way we are currently doing business.
It became so easy and natural accessing data, information and resources on demand that we usually do not take the time to think about what
this availability and accessibility means…Most importantly, this readiness doesn’t come for free. Even though “there is an app for that!” an
entire structure of professionals, expertise, data and analysis come along and are essential to grant the accuracy and accessibility of these
apps and products.
With such a variety of resources available, now more than ever, we technology professionals have the responsibility to deliver good quality
services and data. Let’s not forget that the end user’s expectation is accessing data, resources, apps and other resources at the lowest cost
possible.
With CFGIS it is no different. We are aware that you, our end users expect us to deliver accurate,
ready and affordable products. Thanks to our partners and supporters, some of our services are
brought to you completely free of charge. A big part of what we do is not linked with educational
opportunities. CFGIS also provides you with the best regional GIS resources available including data,
tools, analysis, modeling, and research.
We work hard and are thrilled that every day the Central Florida community continues to take
advantage of the CFGIS resources around the clock!
We want www.CFGIS.org to be a destination that you visit intentionally and not accidentally. We want
our website to be reached not just because you clicked on a link that navigated you there. Through
our website, Regional Atlas, blogs, LinkedIn and Facebook discussion groups we are providing you with
access to professional networking, GIS educational opportunities, and interactive products. We want you to remember that the ECFRPC
through the CFGIS team is ready to work with you offering focused and specialized expertise to our member communities.
We want you to think of CFGIS as a toolbox that breathes and lives in and for Central Florida. CFGIS is built by all of us for you!
Along with the new features brought to you by the CFGIS program, today we would like to introduce a completely revamped newsletter. We
wanted to make it easier for you to spot content relevant for your everyday at work.
We hope you enjoy our new and innovative products. Contact us if you want to learn more about CFGIS and how you can become a partner.
How may we help you?

What’s New
FLURISA Leadership Group Kickoff Meeting
East Central Florida Regional Atlas Released
New Data Release
Orange County Business Interactive Map Released
New Census Redistricting Tool Released

CFGIS Featured Article
The Little Known Agency that Helped Kill Bin Laden
How the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency
Assisted in the locating of Osama Bin Laden

Ask CFGIS
Who is CFGIS? How can I Share my Data and XML
Services?
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What We’re Reading
Palm Bay Award Winning Tool
GIS Records Management
Digital Pens in More Hands
Social Media and Free Speech
Crisis Mapping: Mobile Technology helps Disaster
Victims
CFGIS February Users Group Statistics
App Contest Winners Need Better Government Data to
Sustain Innovative Services
And Many More...

Upcoming Events
Several Conferences and Workshops are Coming, Are
you Ready!!! Click here to See Upcoming Events
Follow CFGIS on Social Media
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What’s New

Newly Released Data

The What’s New Section is designed to keep you up to date on all that's new throughout the
Central Florida GIS Community.

FLURISA Leadership Group Kickoff Meeting
The FLURISA Leadership Group held its first meeting last month at the SERUG conference in
Jacksonville, FL. The group is being developed under
FLURISA’s umbrella as a way for GIS managers and
coordinators to come together to share resources,
documents, and best practices. The first meeting of the
hip
group was well attended, an additional page is being
ers
d
a
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created on the FLURISA website specifically for the group.
Visit www.flurisa.org to learn more.

East Central Florida Regional Atlas
Released
The East Central Florida Regional Planning Council is
proud to announce the release of the East Central
Florida Regional Atlas. This interactive map is
designed to provide access to many regional
datasets and tools. To Launch the Regional Atlas
click here.

Census Redistricting Tool

These newly released datasets are all
available for download on
www.cfgis.org
Future Land Use 2011 Q1: has been
released for the following counties.
Brevard, Lake, Orange, Osceola,
Seminole, Volusia, Flagler, Sumter
and Marion
2000 Census Demographics
Package: Available for download
in CFGIS clearinghouse. Includes
both housing and population data,
pre-styled Layer files, and
documentation
2010 Census Demographics
Package: Available for download
in CFGIS clearinghouse. Includes
both housing and population data,
pre-styled Layer files, and
documentation. File will continue
to be updated as data is released
Existing Trails: Existing Trails in the
ECFRPC region plus Polk County

With the completion of the 2010 Census, several tools
are becoming available to assist counties with
redistricting within their communities. GIS extensions
can be a great tool to make this process easier.
Several different organizations are starting to utilize
these tools. Click here to download sample data and
districting templates.

NRORS Package: Updated to
contain new data for eagle nests
and 100 year floodplain
information

Orange County Interactive Business
Map
Orange County has released a new interactive map
for the business community. The new interactive
map will give businesses the opportunity to identify
areas where incentives or other opportunities may
attract new business, ability to find vacant properties
and sites for redevelopment, review zoning for a
potential building location, identify locations for
infill, and increase contracting opportunities. To
learn more about this new tool, click here.

New Data and Maps Released on CFGIS

CFGIS has more than 700 members, did
you know 700 is also the number of:

700 Million Peeps, Americans Consume
each Year

Several new datasets and updated maps have been
released via the CFGIS website. Remember to visit
www.cfgis.org to gain access to all of the great data,
maps, and information.

700 Billion minutes per month people
spend on Facebook
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CFGIS Featured Article

The Little-Known
Agency that Helped
Kill Bin Laden

By Marc Ambinder, Contributing
editor for The Atlantic
The National Geospatial Agency assisted the
Navy Seals by providing data, analysis, and
mapping to help simulate missions in

Central Florida has been through many
changes in the past 50 years that have
led us to where we are today
1962-ECFRPC Established
1963-UCF Established
1969-Apollo 11
launches from KSC

1971-Walt Disney
World Opens

preparation for real events.

1976-Bicentennial

President Obama's first brush with the National Geospatial‐Intelligence Agency was ignominious.
Celebration
Out for lunch in May 2009, at a Five Guys burger franchise in Washington, the new President
started to shake the hands of other customers, TV cameras in tow. Then he turned to men with
1983-Christmas Day Freeze
government ID badges."So what do you?" the president asked. "I work for at NGA, National
severely harming
Geospatial‐Intelligence Agency," one said.
citrus industry

"Outstanding. How long have you been doing that?" Obama wondered. "Six years." Obama then
asked: "So, explain to me exactly what this National Geospatial..." His voice trailed off. "Uh, we
work with, uh, satellite imagery." Obama: "Sounds like good work." The response is obscured by
the audio. Suffice it to say: Obama knows what the NGA does today. Click Here to Visit and
Read the Full Article
Image credit: Department of Defense

2004-Facebook
Launched

City of Palm Bay Awarded
It is always important to recognize great achievements
from our fellow CFGIS professionals and we are happy to
announce that one of our communities has been
recognized. The city of Palm Bay was a recipient of the
2011 Cityworks Users of the Year Award. Awards were
presented at the Cityworks 2011 User Conference where
Crystal Phillips‐Mustain and Ellen Prendergast received the
award on behalf of the city of Palm Bay. Congratulations
to the City of Palm Bay, Crystal and Ellen for all of their
great work. Click here to see the official award release.

GIS Records Retention Requirements
Geographic information systems (GIS) have retention requirements as part of the Florida
legislature. GIS retention includes several different pieces and components including data
layers, datasets, administrative, historical, source documents, and the newly emerging cloud
computing options for use with GIS.
A full listing of the record retention requirements can be found here. The GIS sections are
referenced by Item #381, #382, #383, and #384. Each dealing with a different aspect of GIS
record retention. In addition to these requirements a question has also been raised about
retention for cloud computing. For agencies utilizing cloud computing, retention is still a
requirement. With many cloud options, copies of the data are stored on geographically‐
dispersed resources, it is important for any agency considering the cloud to address these
different concerns as part of the planning phase prior to cloud implementation. CFGIS would
like to thank Dave Jordan from Brevard County for providing the information pertaining to GIS
records retention.
WWW.CFGIS.ORG

1995– Windows 95
Officially Released

2000-CFGIS Was Born!

What We’re Reading
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1992-Hurricane Andrew
Devastates South Florida
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2010-Orange County
Population passes 1 million
2011-CFGIS launches Blog
We certainly have come along way in a
short amount of time. Here is a look at
all the great sharing that has been done
through CFGIS in just the Last Year!!!
CFGIS has had 10,990 visits, that’s more
than 30 a day!!!
DYK? 10990 is also the answer to
the famous cats on a bus riddle

4,740 Files have been downloaded from
the CFGIS Clearinghouse!!! Was yours?
1,449 Maps have been downloaded
from our map gallery!!!
DYK? In 1449, Constantine
XI was crowned

CFGIS has 669 members throughout
more than 15 counties!!!
DYK? In 669, the Spartans
fought the Battle of Hysiae

CFGIS pages have been viewed more
than 70,543 times!!!
DYK? The most expensive
cow ever sold cost $70,000!!!

The CFGIS blog averages more than 100
views a month!!!
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What We’re Reading

Digital Pens in More Hands

By Andy Opsahl, Government Technology Magazine
An alternative to the tablet PCs or Laptops being brought to the field to enable crews to
work in the mark‐up geo PDFs. Nothing but a ‘special’ pen and a map printed in any
regular and conventional printer do the job here…. Click Here to View full story

Sometimes navigating to
the right data can be like
trying to cross town at
rush hour. See if you can
successfully navigate.
Watch out for dead ends,
accidents, and any other
road blocks.

Social Media and Free Speech

By Brian Heaton, Government Technology Magazine
How interesting… we still have a long way to go before Social Media is used in a
comprehensive way and its capacity to bring people together and deliver is fully
understood. Both users and organizations still have a long way to go to get educated
about the subject. We thought you would like reading more about how some
Government entities are seeing social media lately. Click Here to View Full Story

Crisis Mapping: Mobile Technology Helps
Disaster Victims

By Abby Leonard, PBS
This great story and video from PBS discusses how mobile technology is helping
disaster victims throughout the world communicate with response teams. There
are more than one hundred volunteers in more than 50 countries creating maps
of crisis around the world. Click Here to View Video and Story.

CFGIS February Users Group Statistics

By CFGIS Team
More than 90 attendees from over 14 counties joined CFGIS for the February users group getting the 2011 year off
to a great start. The users group featured a wide variety of presenters. St. Johns River
Water Management District gave highlights of how GIS is enabling new technologies and
new initiatives. During the student block, a UCF student presented how GIS is assisting
with the mapping of oyster reefs in the Mosquito Lagoon. CFGIS was proud to have
another fun and fast paced Ignite session with three brave presenters. Closing out the
users group was an Orange County presentation on how GIS is empowering the customer
to provide tools, support and guidance. Remember to mark your calendars for the next
CFGIS Users Group, July 29, 2011. We hope to see you there!!!

Apps Contest Winners Need Better Government Data to
Sustain Innovative Services
By Andy Opsahl, Government Technology Magazine
This is just one example of how GIS can empower cities and citizens to utilize data that is
already created by the local governments and are simply not utilized to its full potential.
Dirty data gives us nothing. Dirty data is just a bunch of attributes most of the times piled
up in an Excel spreadsheet. But when agencies like the ECFRPC come to the table and
“clean” such data by standardizing the way it is read and also put this data to feed
applications that help in resolving questions like “what”, “how”, “why” and “where” an
entire shift of behavior happens and decisions are made just right.
Pretty much all of the apps mentioned in this article answer the question “Where”. ‘where” is In! “Where” is
fashionable! “Where” saves money. Our tax dollars. Answering the question “Where” is revolutionizing the world
and the ECFRPC has an entire team that can efficiently and accurately help entities to answer the question
“Where”.
Please keep in mind that it doesn’t matter if you work with environmental services, emergency management,
transportation, economic development, government relations, just to name a few, there will be room for GIS
work. GIS is not only a map. GIS is not only analysis. GIS can help in answering the intriguing question that is being
asked everywhere by everybody “Where?” Click Here to View Article.
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Congratulations!!!
Remember to visit
www.cfgis.org to access new
datasets, maps, and many
other great documents that
will help you navigate your
way with GIS!!
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Ask CFGIS
Welcome to the new Ask CFGIS section of the newsletter. This
section is provided to give the Central Florida GIS community
an opportunity to present questions to CFGIS team and we will
do our best to answer. Remember you can always visit our
LinkedIn page or the CFGIS blog to join or create conversations.
Have a question or topic for CFGIS click here and contact us.
In honor of this new addition to the newsletter, we wanted to start off with a quick
introduction to “Who is CFGIS?” and “How can I Share my Data and XML Services?”

Who is CFGIS?
CFGIS is a program of the East Central Florida Regional Planning Council and is serving Central
Florida since 2001. The CFGIS coverage consists of 10 counties: Brevard, Flagler, Lake, Marion,
Polk, Orange, Osceola, Seminole, Sumter and Volusia counties.

The Next CFGIS Users Group
Meeting is July 29th, 2011. July
29th is a big day in history, did you
know that July 29th is also…
The 53rd birthday of
NASA, Signed into law
by President
Eisenhower in 1958
The Anniversary of
the defeat of the
Spanish Armada
off the French
Coast in 1588
The day Vincent Van
Gogh died in 1890

CFGIS's Vision is to coordinate, integrate and support the Central Florida GIS community.
Our Mission is to provide a cooperative environment for GIS professionals and data users,
promote communication and data sharing, regional data development, and provide spatial
applications to programs throughout the Central Florida area. Click here to learn more.

How Can I Share my Data and XML Services?
CFGIS will host your data and XML to the CFGIS clearinghouse making the data available for
public download.

The day the
Romanian National
Anthem was written
in 1848
The Birthday of Benito
Mussolini and Peter
Jennings

Send us your data via disk, FTP, or if you are already hosting your own data send us your XML
files and we will make you searchable.
Help us fit the pieces and make a stronger Central
Florida GIS community. Together we can accomplish
more!!!

And Most importantly, on July 29th,
the new Smurfs movie will hit the
big screen!!!

Upcoming Events
Be Sure to mark your calendars to take advantage of these upcoming Regional and National events:
•
•
•
•
•
•

July 29
August 15-18
September 17-20
October 6-7
November 1-4
November 9-10

CFGIS Users Group—FDOT D5 Urban Offices—Orlando, FL
URISA/NENA Addressing Conference—New Orleans, LA
CFGIS Workshop Inc.—Daytona Beach, FL
South Florida GIS Expo—Palm Beach, FL
GIS Pro 2011—Indianapolis, IN
SHRUG Users Group—Tallahassee, FL

Check the CFGIS website (www.cfgis.org) for more events!
Check our Blog (cfgis.blogspot.com)
Join the CFGIS LinkedIn Group
The ECFRPC and CFGIS Team:
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Keith Smith

Chris Chagdes
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Gina Marchica
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